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What is Symfony?

"First, Symfony2 is a reusable set of standalone, decoupled, and cohesive 
PHP components that solve common web development problems."

"Then, based on these components, Symfony2 is also a full-stack web 
framework."

"Depending on your project and depending on your needs, you can either pick 
and choose some of the Symfony2 components and start your project with 
them, or you can use the full-stack framework and benefit from the tight 
integration it provides out of the box. And choosing between the two different 
approaches is really up to you."



What is Symfony?

"The separation of concerns is all I care about. And if you like to call Symfony2 
an MVC framework, then you should know that Symfony2 is really about 
providing the tools for the Controller part, the View part, but not the 
Model part. It's up to you to create your model by hand or use any other tool, 
like an ORM. Of course, tight integration exists for the most well known ORMs 
like Doctrine2 and Propel; but they are optional dependencies."

"Symfony2 is an HTTP framework; it is a Request/Response framework. That's 
the big deal. The fundamental principles of Symfony2 are centered around 
the HTTP specification."



Principles

● Follow current standards.
● Follow best practices.
● Don't reinvent the wheel.
● Do one thing, make it excellent.
● Decouple your code.
● Make each part is replaceable.



Highlights
Rewritten from scratch for PHP 5.3
Extensible via creation of bundles.
Configuration via YAML, annotations, XML and PHP.
Console commands for common tasks and generators.
Annotations for everything.
Advanced templating with Twig.
Assets management with Assetic.
Doctrine and Propel for database abstraction.
Security component for authorization/authentication.
Configuration is compiled to PHP and cached for performance.
Translations, validations, environments.
Stable and solid API.
An active community.*



Components
BrowserKit
ClassLoader
Config
Console
CssSelector
Debug
DependencyInjection
DomCrawler
EventDispatcher
PropertyAccess
Security
Stopwatch
Translation
Yaml

FileSystem
Finder
Form
HttpFoundation
HttpKernel
Locale
Intl
Options Resolver
Process
Routing
Serializer
Templating
Validator





Symfony Standard Edition

"Symfony distribution is made up of Symfony2 components, 
a selection of bundles, a directory structure, a default 
configuration, and an optional Web configuration system."

"You can add or remove bundles, change the default 
configuration, or modify the file structure, etc., based on 
your needs and desires!"

Think like Linux distributions.



Symfony Standard Edition
Configured with:
Twig as a templating engine
Doctrine ORM / DBAL
Swiftmailer
Annotations enabled

Comes with:
FrameworkBundle
SensioFrameworkExtraBundle
DoctrineBundle
TwigBundle
SecurityBundle
SwiftMailerBundle
MonologBundle
AsseticBundle
WebProfilerBundle
SensioDistributionBundle
SensioGeneratorBundle
AcmeDemoBundle





Request lifecycle

HttpKernel
Core of the web framework, takes Request and outputs a Response
HttpFoundation\Request
Created from superglobals, container for HTTP request.
HttpFoundation\Response
Holds all information sent back to client, content, status and HTTP headers.
EventDispatcher
Implements observer pattern, it makes Symfony event driven.
Dependency Injection
Centralizes the creation of objects, also connects it together.
Controller
Takes a request, and returns a response. It can be any callable.





Composer

"Composer is a tool for dependency 
management in PHP. It allows you to declare 
the dependent libraries your project needs and 
it will install them in your project for you."

Symfony2 uses Composer for the installing all 
the things.



Using Composer

Manages dependencies on a per-project basis.
Installs dependencies to /vendors
Provides an autoloader for classes.
You can able to control which version will be 
installed for each dependency.

Composer is a php executable (.phar file) which 
can be installed to system or individual project.
Dependencies are defined in a json file.



Installing via composer
$ php composer.phar create-project symfony/framework-
standard-edition path/to/install



Configuration

All configuration is found under /app/config

config.yml is the base of core configuration

Extensible for different environments like config_test.yml

It imports parameters.yml and security.yml

security.yml holds configuration of SecurityBundle.

Routing configuration made through routing.yml



Bundles

Every project is a bundle in Symfony2.

Bundles is structured set of files that 
implements a feature of your application.

Can extend other bundles.

Holds controllers, entities, console commands, 
assets, views, services..







Controllers

"A controller is a PHP function that houses all 
the logic necessary to return a Response object 
that represents a particular page. Typically, a 
route is mapped to a controller, which then 
uses information from the request to process 
information, perform actions, and ultimately 
construct and return a Response object."









Views

Twig is a modern template engine for PHP

Layouts are creating with Twig
Partial views can be included easily
Output can be filtered
Outputs autoescaped by default
Templates cached in production



Views

Views is extendable

Parent templates
Blocks
Blocks can be extended or overridden



View example





Doctrine

Symfony's default database ORM
Data models are Entity objects
Structure defined as Annotations
Accessed via Doctrine repositories











Validations

"Symfony2 ships with a Validator component 
that makes this task easy and transparent. This 
component is based on the JSR303 Bean 
Validation specification."

It can be usable via Annotations.





Forms

"Dealing with HTML forms is one of the most 
common - and challenging - tasks for a web 
developer. Symfony2 integrates a Form 
component that makes dealing with forms 
easy."





Console commands

Generate bundle, controller, entities and forms.

Operations for database, schemas and 
mapping, quering with SQL and DQL.

Installing assets, clearing and warming up 
cache.

You can write your own commands.






